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Abstract—Service Function Chaining (SFC) enables dynamic steering of traffic through a set of service functions based on classification of packets, allowing network operators fine-grained and flexible control of packet flows. New paradigms like Zero Trust (ZT) pose additional requirements to the security of network architectures. This includes client authentication, confidentiality, and integrity throughout the whole network, while also being able to perform operations on the unencrypted payload of packets. However, these requirements are only partially addressed in existing SFC literature. Therefore, we first present a comprehensive analysis of the security requirements for SFC architectures. Based on this analysis, we propose a concept towards the fulfillment of the requirements while maintaining the flexibility of SFC. In addition, we provide and evaluate a proof of concept implementation, and discuss the implications of the design choices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Service Function Chaining (SFC) is a recent technology that aims to make packet processing more flexible. With traditional deployment models, Service Functions (SFs) such as Firewalls or Deep Packet Inspections (DPIs) are tied to the actual network topology. This greatly limits the possibility of applying SFs dynamically to specific packets. RFC 7665 [17] addresses this limitation by introducing a standardized SFC architecture. This SFC architecture allows packets to be dynamically forwarded through an ordered set of SFs regardless of the underlying forwarding topology.

However, although many SFs come from the security domain, the question of how to make SFC networks themselves secure remains largely unaddressed, both in the RFCs and in the literature. To be considered secure, an SFC network must meet current network security requirements. General security requirements can be derived from the concept of Zero Trust (ZT) security [31]. At least since the presidential executive order of May 12, 2021 [22], ZT has enjoyed pervasive attention and is the new de-facto standard for network security. ZT is based on the principle of "never trust, always verify." Always verifying is an ongoing process and leads to special security requirements for networks and its components, i.e., authentication, authorization, encryption, and inspection of all network traffic [25], [31]. Consequently, these requirements must also be met by an SFC architecture in order to be considered secure by current standards. In addition, there are SFC-specific security requirements which we explain in detail in Section III.

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed SFC concept. The classifier ensures confidentiality and integrity for external and internal communication. In addition, all clients are authenticated, and authorized.

However, there are only few publications that specifically address how these requirements can be implemented in the context of SFC [5], [14]–[16].

This lack motivates the main contributions of this paper:

- First, a comprehensive requirements and security analysis regarding the security of an SFC architecture is conducted.
- Second, we introduce a novel security-driven SFC concept, illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, the classifier serves as endpoint for mTLS connections from remote clients.
Inside the SFC domain, an IPsec tunnel from the classifier to the service ensures confidentiality and integrity. The credentials for this tunnel are distributed to intrusive SFs that require access to the unencrypted payload. SR-MPLS is used as SFC encapsulation. This concept is able to provide all the flexibility benefits of SFC such as multi-protocol support or support of arbitrary SFs. At the same time, it meets most of the security requirements such as traffic confidentiality and integrity. To our knowledge, this is the first concept to achieve this.

- Third, we offer a publicly accessible Proof of Concept (PoC). This PoC is evaluated in a first evaluation regarding its performance.

In Section II we first provide the necessary technical background. In Section III we define the exact requirements to secure SFC architectures. Based on this, existing work is discussed in Section IV. We then present our concept in detail in Section V. Section VI then describes the corresponding PoC implementation. The PoC is evaluated in Section VII followed by a detailed security analysis in Section VIII. We finally give a conclusion and discuss future work in Section IX.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Instead of wiring physical middleboxes together as in traditional networks, SFC enables the creation of dynamic chains of SFs and the forwarding of packets through these SFs in a specific order. This allows to dynamically adapt traffic processing based on network state or security incidents. An SFC reference architecture has been published by the IETF in RFC 7665 [17]. The main components of SFC are a classifier, Service Function Forwarders (SFFs), the SFs, and the SFC encapsulation. The SFC classifier classifies traffic based on packet characteristics such as header fields, payload information, or client-related information. The classification outcome is encoded in an SFC encapsulation, which is added to classified packets. At a minimum, this encapsulation contains steering information that is used by SFFs to forward packets to the next SFF or SF instance. Furthermore, the encapsulation may contain per-packet metadata. Metadata can be used for mechanisms such as Proof of Transit (POT). POT is leveraged to prove that packets actually followed their specified path.

SFC encapsulation may be realized with the Network Service Header (NSH) [30] which encodes steering information using a Service Path Identifier (SPI) and a Service Index (SI). Alternatively, Segment Routing (SR)-based approaches [26] may be used, for example by encoding steering information and metadata within MPLS labels [8]. Hantouti et al. [19] present an analysis of different traffic steering techniques in the context of SFC. Depending on the available hardware and the actual deployment scenario of SFC, only a limited subset of these methods is practical. For example, the NSH is not widely supported by current commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware, whereas an SR-MPLS-based approach can be implemented also with legacy network devices. Certain SFs may have characteristics that directly influence the implementation of the SFC solution.

A. SFC-Aware and SFC-Unaware Service Functions

Traffic in an SFC-enabled domain is steered based on the information in the SFC encapsulation. This means that packets arriving at SFs are generally SFC-encapsulated. SFs that can handle the SFC encapsulation are called SFC-aware SFs. For most legacy functions, this is not the case as they operate on plain IP packets. These SFs are called SFC-unaware. To support SFC-unaware SFs in an SFC architecture, an SFC Proxy is used to strip the SFC encapsulation before handing the packet to the SF, and to re-encapsulate packets correctly after being processed by the SF [17]. This allows to use legacy network functions in a modern SFC system, and enables incremental deployment in traditional environments, for the cost of an additional component that adds further complexity.

B. Intrusive and Non-Intrusive Service Functions

We further differentiate between two different types of SFs that impose different restrictions and implications on our concept, similar to the distinction made by Cunha et al. [5]. On the one hand, there are non-intrusive SFs, such as a simple firewall, that do not need to read data from the payload of a packet, only access to header fields is required. On the other hand, there are intrusive SFs, such as a DPI, that need to inspect the payload of packets. In a ZT environment, the inspection of unencrypted payload is a hard requirement that is enabled by the support of intrusive SFs. In the case of TLS-encrypted traffic, this implies that the end-to-end TLS connection has to be terminated by the SF, which may raise privacy issues in certain environments. Additionally, cryptographic operations may add further delay to the traffic processing.

III. REQUIREMENTS

Several aspects need to be covered by an SFC architecture to make it useful and flexible for production use, while complying with modern security standards such as ZT. This section provides a detailed analysis of the most important requirements in three different categories: A) general requirements for flexible SFC networks, B) security requirements resulting from the specifics of SFC, and C) security requirements resulting from the principles of ZT. All discussed requirements are listed in the first column of Table I.

A. General SFC Requirements

Regarding the steering method in an SFC-enabled domain, it is desirable to support a wide range of transport, security, and application layer protocols that may be present in modern, heterogeneous networks. This multi-protocol support can be achieved by implementing the SFC mechanisms at the lowest possible ISO/OSI layer.

Most legacy SFs that are deployed in today’s production environments are not able to handle specific SFC encapsulation, therefore it is recommended to support SFC-unaware SFs to provide the largest possible number of existing network functionality as SF. This requirement can be fulfilled by the use of an underlying SFC proxy that is responsible for all
SF relevant actions on behalf of the SFC-unaware SF [17]. To fully utilize the potential of the classifier, the classification of packets can be extended such that it is not only based on the packet headers, but also on the payload and user-specific parameters. To support such intrusive classification, encrypted connections need to be terminated at the classifier.

B. SFC-Specific Security Requirements

There are some security requirements specific to an SFC-based architecture [17]. All data such as steering information and metadata that is present in the SFC-encapsulation must be protected from leaking to the outside. This can be achieved by removing the SFC-encapsulation before leaving the SFC-enabled domain. Likewise, to prevent circumvention of certain SFs it must not be possible to inject packets that already contain spoofed steering information into the SFC domain from outside.

Metadata that is transported within the SFC-encapsulation may contain sensitive information that should not be accessible from arbitrary intermediate hops or SFs, therefore it must be ensured that metadata is transmitted confidentially and integrity-protected. Similarly, the steering information in the SFC-encapsulation, which was determined by the classifier, must also be integrity protected to prevent unauthorized alteration of the packet’s path to circumvent certain SFs [14].

In a secure SFC architecture, it is crucial to verify the integrity and correctness of packet flows within the SFC-enabled domain. To achieve such verification and therefore prevent misconfigured SFs, a POT scheme can ensure that SFs are correctly traversed by respective packets.

C. ZT-Specific Security Requirements

Since ZT is currently considered the most suitable approach to network security, we consider the ZT principles as general requirements to a secure network and thus also for an SFC-based network. The following requirements must be ensured for network traffic entering and leaving the SFC domain as well as for all communication within the domain.

All network communication must be authenticated and authorized following the least privilege principle. Furthermore, confidentiality and integrity for all network communication as well as availability of all network services must be ensured [31]. In addition, Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) is an important requirement to protect past communications against possible future leaks of encryption keys.

Another key requirement of ZT is the ability to monitor all network activities. To achieve such pervasive network visibility, all communication must be logged and inspected. Additionally, the network should be logically or physically micro-segmented to prevent lateral movement of malicious insiders [25].

IV. RELATED WORK

Many works have been published in the context of SFC, but few of them consider encryption mechanisms to secure data within the SFC-encapsulation or information within the payload of packets [18]. Several general encryption options for SFC are presented in [13]. For NSH-based SFC, the IETF published an RFC that defines new NSH context headers which allow for authenticated and encrypted SFC [2].

For securing traffic in multi-domain deployments, Huff et al. [23] present a respective scheme which is based on IPsec tunnels for the encryption of SFC traffic between domains.

To outsource SFs to the cloud, Wang et al. [37] presented a scheme where SFC headers are encrypted before transmission in order not to leak sensitive information to the cloud provider.

For ensuring integrity of the SFC steering data in the SFC-encapsulation and for verifying the correct order of traversal, Pattaranantakul et al. [28] present a scheme based on the enforcement of a sequentially-created multisignature where each SF has to sign all received packets.

For ensuring encryption between SFs, suitable key exchange methods must be in place. A scheme for enabling session key sharing between endpoints and SFs is presented by Lui et al. [27]. Gunleifsen et al. [16] present an approach including a Software Defined Security Association (SD-SA) that enables dynamic setup of hop-by-hop, per-flow, IPsec-based tunnels. Additionally, a PoC demonstration of isolated and encrypted SFCs is presented [15]. It is based on a tiered multi-layer scheme for SFC isolation [13]. The scheme relies on a custom extension of NSH and requires modification of SFC components. It is therefore not suitable for incremental deployment in a legacy network. In Table Ⅰ this work is listed and analyzed regarding the requirements described earlier.

For inspecting the payload of encrypted packets within SFs, it is necessary to decrypt traffic at the SF. This means breaking the end-to-end encryption principle that is present in most Internet communication today. However, an analysis of the unencrypted payload increases the overall visibility into the network flows. This is desirable in certain networks and use-cases, especially in the context of ZT, but should also be critically assessed regarding privacy. Cunha et al. [32] propose an SFC-enabled Man in the Middle (MITM) that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>This Work</th>
<th>[15]</th>
<th>[5]</th>
<th>[3]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Protocol Support</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFC-unaware SFs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusive Classification</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leak Protection</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoof Resistant</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Protection</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFC Integrity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof of Transit</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least-Privilege Authorization</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience/Availability</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect Forward Secrecy</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pervasive Network Visibility</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Segmentation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
allows intrusive SFs to inspect the payload of packets, re-enabling functionalities that are not possible on encrypted traffic such as content optimization, caching, or content-filters \[5\]. Furthermore, a distinction between intrusive and non-intrusive analysis of traffic is made and is reflected in the proposed architecture. The authors evaluate their architecture using Open Source MANO (OSM), showing the feasibility of the concept. A major shortcoming of this approach is that traffic is not encrypted between SFs. In a ZT-compliant architecture, traffic should not be transmitted unencrypted at any point in the network to prevent eavesdropping and tampering attacks. For comparison, this work is also listed and analyzed in Table Table I.

Bradatsch et al. \[3\] introduced a concept called ZTSFC. This enables fine-grained chaining of traffic based on the calculated trust score for each resource access. The prototype used for this purpose implements SFC with HTTPS, achieving an even better degree of security. However, no protocols apart from HTTPS are supported, and SFs need to be adapted to be able to handle custom header extensions. This work is also listed and analyzed in Table I.

V. CONCEPT

In this section, we present a novel security-driven SFC concept with associated architecture and prototype implementation that is described in Section VI. Table I shows which requirements from Section III are covered by the concept. A detailed discussion of the covered requirements and how they are achieved is given in Section VIII. In the following, the assumptions underlying the concept are discussed. Then, an overview of the concept is given, the elementary components are explained, and the workflow is described.

A. Assumptions

Our SFC concept is based on certain assumptions. As ZT security becomes the de-facto standard for network security, we consider the ZT attacker model as the threat scenario. Here, not only compromised communication channels in the network but also compromised communication partners are assumed. The former could lead to threats such as passive traffic sniffing or active man-in-the-middle attacks. As a protective measure against these threats, all network traffic must be encrypted, integrity-protected, and authenticated. The latter could lead for example to unauthorized service accesses. As protection against it, any communication partner must be sufficiently authenticated and authorized \[12\]. In this paper, we present a basic concept that provides these protections. We do not cover specific attack vectors. We see further ZT processes such as determining the trustworthiness of each partner as out of scope of this paper as it focuses on an SFC network architecture. This extra functionality must be provided by the ZT components in the network and is discussed in related work \[6\], \[31\], \[35\]. We also consider the management of SFs to be out of scope. Existing work on this can be found in \[1\], \[24\], \[36\]. We also assume that encryption keys used for encrypting the communication between the SFs are securely distributed in advance to all communication partners in the form of pre-shared keys (PSKs). A method for efficient and regular distribution of new keys is discussed by Gunleifsen et al. \[16\]. Protocols like BRSKI \[29\] may also be used for key and certificate distribution.

B. Overview

The concept is based on the reference SFC architecture described in RFC 7665 \[17\]. Traffic steering is implemented with SR-MPLS as described in RFC 8595 \[9\]. A suitable underlying forwarding topology is presented in Figure 2 in the upper right corner. Instead of MPLS, NSH may also be used to achieve similar functionality. The security-driven SFC architecture is illustrated in the remainder of Figure 2. The green boxes represent the execution environments containing the logical components such as the SFC proxy and the SF. The execution environment may be realized e.g., by Linux servers, virtual machines, or containers. Note that virtualization of the execution environments allows to place multiple SFs with
different characteristics on the same physical host. Depending on the bandwidth/QoS requirements and to increase availability, the logical components may be scaled across different hosts and deployed such that latency or other parameters are optimized, depending on the use case. Many works, e.g., [34] or [33], have been published that examine different types of SF deployment optimizations, therefore this aspect is omitted in our discussion. For the logical components described below, we restrict ourselves to an SFC domain localized in a LAN and do not consider cross-LAN scenarios.

C. Components

The following description of the components is provided in an abstract manner independent of implementation.

SFC Classifier: At the ingress of the SFC domain, the SFC classifier classifies incoming traffic based on predefined rules containing, e.g., IP addresses or port numbers. Resulting from this classification process, an SFC is selected, such that traffic has to traverse a specific set of SFs in a specific order. This decision is encoded in an MPLS label stack, where each label identifies either an SF, or the target service application. The classifier can dynamically chain the SFs in any order and number by placing the corresponding SF labels in this order on the label stack. As shown in Fig. 2, an SFC is unidirectional. Thus, the path to the service may differ from the path back from the service to the classifier.

Encryption Proxy: The encryption proxy works similarly to a reverse proxy and is part of the SFC classifier. It is responsible for terminating secure communication channels with clients as well as for the secure communication with SFs within the SFC domain. The encryption proxy strictly separates the encryption of the communication outside and inside the SFC domain. This makes it possible to choose two different encryption protocols depending on the use case. For example, (m)TLS could be supported for communication with clients while IPsec could be used inside the SFC domain.

SFC Proxy: SFC-unaware SFs are explicitly supported by our proposed concept. Therefore, an SFC-Proxy that handles the MPLS encapsulation and forwarding is deployed for each SF. In addition, it can perform de- and encryption of the packets. This way, intrusive SFs that need access to a packet’s payload such as a DPI can be applied as well.

Service Function: Several SFs are instantiated within the SFC-enabled domain. A unique MPLS label is assigned to each SF. Each of these SFs can be dynamically inserted into the path of a packet, e.g., for adding additional service security. Due to the SFC Proxy, SFC-aware as well as SFC-unaware SFs can be deployed.

Service: The service is included in the packets’ path via a dedicated MPLS label. As with the SFs, both SFC-unaware and SFC-aware services are supported.

D. Workflow

In the following, we describe an exemplary interaction of the components in case of an incoming client request. The description follows the numbering as shown in Fig. 2:

(1) When a client request arrives, the encryption proxy establishes an mTLS connection with the client. According to the Server Name Indication (SNI) in the HTTPS request, the proxy knows the intended destination (here: Service #1) of the packet. Accordingly, it chooses the IPsec tunnel to use for the connection within the SFC domain. This IPsec tunnel is a logical tunnel to the service. All intrusive SFs also have access to the PSK. The encryption proxy then encrypts the client packet with IPsec. (2) Before forwarding the packet, the SFC classifier chooses the appropriate SFC depending on the defined rules. Accordingly, the MPLS labels (here: 3,2,1) are added to the packet and the packet is sent to SF #1. (3) Upon arrival at corresponding SF execution environment, the SFC proxy removes the topmost label from the MPLS label stack and caches the remaining MPLS labels. Next, it decrypts the IPsec packet. The unencrypted packet is then passed on to the service function (here: SF #1). After the packet has been processed by the SF, the SFC proxy encrypts the packet again. After that, the proxy retrieves the corresponding cached MPLS labels, adds them to the packet and sends the packet on to SF #2. (4) SF #2 processes the packet in a similar way as at SF #1. In the case that SF #2 is a non-intrusive SF, the SFC proxy skips de- and encryption. In any case, the topmost MPLS label is removed before the packet is forwarded to the service. (5) The behavior of the SFC proxy localized at the service also includes SFC classifier functionalities. A new label stack identifying the return path is added to the response packet. The selection process of the SA and the corresponding PSK for the IPsec encryption remain the same. (6) On the way back the packet is treated the same at SF #1 as in step 2. (7) Once the response packet arrives back at the SFC classifier, the encryption proxy decrypts the IPsec packet. (8) The service response is now mTLS encrypted again and sent back to the client.

VI. PROOF OF CONCEPT

In order to demonstrate feasibility of our concept, we provide a PoC implementation which is openly available on GitHub[1]. In the following, we describe the implementation and provide details of the testbed setup used for evaluation.

A. Overview

The PoC consists of two clients, a classifier, two SFs and an HTTP server. They are connected to each other as shown in Figure 3. The connections between the clients and the classifier are secured with mTLS. Traffic from client 1 to the HTTP server is sent through SF 1, traffic from client 2 via SF 1 and SF 2. SF 1 does forwarding only, SF 2 is a DPI that filters all packets containing the string ”test”. Depending on the experiment, several instances of the SFs may be concatenated.

B. SFC Classifier & Encryption Proxy

Classification of HTTPS traffic is performed using a combination of HAProxy[2] and policy-based routing on Linux.
While HAProxy classifies traffic based on the source and destination IP addresses, destination port, and URL of the request, policy based routing is used to push the corresponding MPLS label stack onto the packet. In addition, HAProxy is used to terminate the TLS connection. IPsec encryption is then applied to the unencrypted HTTP traffic using the XFRM module of the Linux kernel.

C. SFC Proxy

The SFC proxy is implemented using Python3 and the dpkt library. Caching of MPLS headers is done by storing the labels in a dictionary with the IP source and destination addresses, IP identification field, TCP source and destination ports, TCP sequence number, and TCP acknowledgement number as key. IPsec in the form of ESP in transport mode with AES-GCM encryption is implemented using the Python cryptography library. Packets are received and sent using raw sockets. Popping the uppermost MPLS label and routing the packet to the next SF is done using the mpls_router module of the Linux kernel.

D. Testbed

The setup is deployed on a VM running Ubuntu 20.04 and Linux kernel 5.4.0. It is equipped with 8 GB RAM and 16 Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2683 v4 CPU cores. Core pinning for the virtual cores is enabled to minimize the influence of virtualization. The components of the testbed are executed in separate network namespaces which are akin to containers. They are connected to each other using virtual Ethernet devices and Linux bridges. The HTTP throughput between the clients and the HTTP server are measured by performing downloads with aria2.

VII. EVALUATION

A. Page Load Times

We measure the page load times by loading a local copy of the starting page of the University of Tuebingen. This website consists of 9 files with a total size of 1.2 MB. When using a single forwarding SF only without the proxy, the page load time is approx. 0.045 s. It increases to approx. 0.25 s when the forwarding SF is replaced by the DPI SF that is using the crypto-enabled SFC proxy. The increase can be attributed to the Python-based implementation of the SFC proxy (see Section VII-C). For comparison: loading the website via the campus network of the University of Tuebingen from the testbed VM but without the SFC deployment takes approx. 0.63 s, via the Internet approx. 2 s.

B. Throughput

We measure the maximum throughput with a varying number of SFs by downloading a 10 GB large file from one of the clients. The results including the 95% confidence interval are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: HTTPS throughput with and without the SFC proxy for 1 to 6 SFs.](https://example.com/figure4.png)

When one forwarding-only SF without the SFC proxy is used, the throughput is approx. 2150 Mb/s. It drops to approx. 1550 Mb/s with 6 forwarding-only SF.

When using SFs with the crypto-enabled SFC proxy, the throughput is significantly lower. For 1 SF it is approx. 660 Mb/s and drops to approx. 330 Mb/s for 6 SFs with crypto-enabled SFC-proxies. The CPU cores of the evaluation system were never fully utilized during the evaluation. The low performance in contrast to the forwarding-only SF can be attributed to the latency that is induced by the crypto-enabled SFC proxy that was also observed in Section VII-A.

In a further experiment, the MTU inside the SFC domain is reduced from 1500 Bytes to 1000 Bytes. The throughput then decreases by the same scale. This shows that the additional latency that is induced by the crypto-enabled SFC proxy is largely independent of the size of the packets.

C. Code Performance

We evaluate the code performance of the crypto-enabled SFC proxy by using the built-in cProfile Python library that
generates statistics about the time that is spent in different parts of the Python program.

While performing a download of a large file, the SFC proxy spends approx. 46.8% of the time in the `recvfrom` function of the socket module of Python. This can be attributed to the time that the proxy is waiting for packets to arrive because the function is blocking. Further 21.5% of the time is spent in functions that are associated with the dpkt library, e.g., parsing and assembling packets. Approx. 3.8% of the time is spent sending packets. Other parts of the proxy, especially performing cryptographic operations for IPsec, and caching the MPLS labels takes less than 1% of the time each. This confirms the observations regarding the impact of the packet size in Section VII-B.

Thus, the limited throughput when using the proxy can be attributed to the latency induced by Python and the dpkt library. A non-prototypical implementation using lower level technologies, e.g., as a Linux kernel module, would provide a significantly higher performance.

### D. General Implications

For today’s networks with 100G network hardware, a solution close to the hardware should be aimed for in view of the low performance of the shown software-based PoC. Furthermore, the evaluation shows that adding all security features decreases the overall throughput. Modern network interface cards support hardware-offloading features for cryptographic operations which may be leveraged together with Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV), to support higher bandwidths and generally improve the performance of such a system. Additionally, the classifier, encryption proxy, or SFs may introduce single points of failure. Redundancy schemes with standard load balancers can help to mitigate this risk and can seamlessly be integrated into the presented architecture.

### VIII. Security Analysis

In this section we discuss how the security requirements from Section III are achieved by the presented concept. With respect to the PoC, we indicate in parentheses which component implements said feature. In addition, we show possible extensions that can be used to complete the list of fulfilled security requirements.

#### A. Authentication and Least Privilege Authorization

Each client request is authenticated via mTLS by the Encryption Proxy (PoC: HAProxy). Within the SFC domain, the classifier and service authenticate each other via IPsec. Currently there is no authentication between the SFs. However, this can be achieved by hop-by-hop IPsec, e.g., as proposed in RFC 8994 [7], which provides hop-by-hop authenticated and encrypted communication channels between nodes.

The least-privilege authorization is implemented by the SFC classifier (PoC: HAProxy). Only packets that have been successfully authenticated are forwarded to respective services. However, more elaborate ZT-specific authorization rules can also be implemented.

#### B. Confidentiality and Perfect Forward Secrecy

All network traffic in our concept is encrypted. This is specifically ensured by the encryption endpoint (PoC: HAProxy & XFRM module) which enforces TLS with the client and IPsec within the SFC domain. Note that IPsec does not protect the MPLS label stack as the labels must be accessible by intermediate hops for correct forwarding of packets. For the IPsec implementation PSKs are used. The PSKs are distributed via a secure channel to the encryption endpoint, the services, and to intrusive SFs that need to inspect the unencrypted payload of a packet. Only authenticated and benign SFs are getting access to the key. Otherwise an attacker can infiltrate an SF and read unencrypted traffic. Remote attestation [10] or authentication of execution environments [21] are approaches to ensure the integrity and authenticity of SFs.

In the current concept, we considered PFS as out of scope. To enable this feature, the encryption keys must be renewed regularly. IKE or a key renewal scheme as described in [15] or in [20] can be used for this.

#### C. Integrity

The integrity of all packets is protected either by TLS or by IPsec. However, this does not apply to the MPLS label stack. This issue is discussed further below.

#### D. Availability

We considered availability to be out of scope for our concept. Nevertheless, it is an essential security objective. In case of a soft- or hardware failure, mechanisms must be in place to decrease downtime of an SFC [11]. The SFC classifier and the encryption endpoint impose a single point of failure, and should therefore be protected by (D)DoS mitigation mechanisms, and should ideally be deployed redundantly [38].

#### E. Pervasive Network Visibility

Accessing payload of all network traffic in the network is an important requirement of ZT. Our concept provides this pervasive network visibility. By using monitoring SFs such as a packet logger, all packets can be captured and inspected. By distributing IPsec PSKs to these SFs, access to the payload of packets is ensured.

#### F. Micro Segmentation

The SFC classifier and encryption endpoint represent the entry point to the SFC domain. Both (PoC: HAProxy) segment logically. Only authenticated packets are forwarded into the SFC domain. Within the SFC domain, the distribution of PSKs can be used to decide which services and SFs are given access to which packets’ payload. Similarly, the SFC classifier (PoC: HAProxy & policy based routing) can use the MPLS labels (and thus the SFCs) to make fine-grained decisions about which packets should be routed through which network paths and segments. Note that missing integrity of the label stack may leave manipulation of the MPLS labels unnoticed.
G. General SFC-specific Security Requirements

Some security objectives in SFCs must be met by any SFC architecture, in order to be safe for an operator to use [17].

Amongst others, it is ensured that no SFC data can be injected into the SFC domain. This is achieved by adequate configuration of the classifier since it is the entry point to the SFC domain. Only packets that are not SFC-encapsulated are accepted from the outside of the domain (PoC: kernel policies), others are dropped, preventing the injection of packets that already carry SFC data.

In the presented concept, the classifier is not only the entry point but also the exit point of the SFC domain. Adequate configuration of the classifier ensures that no SFC headers (PoC: MPLS labels) can leak outside of the domain. All labels are removed before forwarding the service response to the client.

Ensuring confidentiality within the SFC domain for steering information and metadata may be achieved by encrypting the whole SFC-encapsulated packet. However, this prevents traffic steering using source routing since the steering information is not available to intermediate hops anymore [14]. It is possible to add sensitive metadata to the packet before encryption, in order to ensure confidentiality. In this case, the SFC proxy must be made aware of this metadata.

Integrity protection of steering information and metadata was not implemented for this concept, but is discussed in RFC9145 [2]. Note that if integrity of steering data is not given, it is possible for malicious intermediate hops (SFC-Proxies or SFFs) to change the steering information in the SFC headers, and therefore change the path of packets, e.g., to circumvent certain security SFs.

For verification of the correctness of an SFC, a POT scheme is necessary to ensure that each SF which is part of the SFC has been traversed in the correct order. This is especially important when integrity of steering data cannot be ensured since it then provides the only way of verification. Proposals for such a scheme exist [4], [28] and may be integrated in the presented concept in future work.

IX. Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we conducted a detailed analysis of security requirements that have to be met by an SFC network to be considered secure under current security approaches such as Zero Trust. The resulting set of requirements is listed in Table I. We classified existing work based on these requirements. This revealed a lack of flexible solutions that combine the benefits of SFC, and at the same time meet modern security requirements.

To fill this gap, we proposed a novel SFC concept that combines SFC flexibility features such as the support of many different protocols, the support of SFC-unaware SFs, and the possibility to inspect the payload of packets for classification.

This is achieved by the choice of SR-MPLS as the steering method for forwarding, by leveraging SFC proxies and by terminating encrypted connections at the SFC classifier, respectively.

Furthermore, the proposed concept complies with ZT security principles such as authentication, least privilege authorisation, confidentiality, integrity, pervasive network visibility and micro-segmentation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to combine all of these features in a single concept.

We presented and evaluated a first PoC implementation of the proposed concept that achieves average website load times of 0.25 s and an average throughput of 330 Mb/s with 6 intrusive SFs in the path.

Finally, we conducted a security analysis of the presented concept that shows how the security requirements are met. For requirements not yet met by the concept, concrete approaches were given on how to achieve them.

The security analysis revealed open challenges for future work. The effective protection of SFC components against (D)DoS attacks is an open research question. There is also a need for solutions that address SFC-specific security objectives such as a proof of transit scheme, SFC integrity, as well as metadata protection on the network layer.

In addition to the security aspects, a comprehensive performance evaluation of the PoC is necessary. In addition to the performed HTTP-based evaluation, it is necessary to examine other traffic types and flow sizes. The influence of security-related operations on performance and the resulting limitations, e.g., bandwidth or scalability, must also be investigated further.
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